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the new Coupe 60
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CLUB ITEMS FOR SALE:
HOLDEN BUSINESS Back Issues. No. 1-3

N~. 4-Date.
Holden 1948-1962 Book
Stickers (Vlfith Club Logo)
Tax Disc Holder ..
Key Fob ..
Cloth Badge ..
die (Blue) ..
T Shirts(M1L) ..
Metal Car Badge ..
Binders for Club Magazine (holds 12}

50p the Three
50p Each.
£8 Each.
50p Each.
50p Each.
50p Each.
£7 Each.
£8 Each.
£6.50 Plus £1 p&p
£10 Plus £1 pip
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NOTE: Equivalent amounts in AUS$ and the Euro can be accepted, please contact
the Chairman for details.
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Hi ali,

hope some of you managed
to get to the Ace Cafe for the
Australia Day event last
month, unfortunately I was
laid up with a cold so couldn't
make it myself. It was a
good event i was told.

As members will see from
the enclosed flyer, we are
offering you all a free T-Shirt
to celebrate the 20tH

Anniversary of our club. Try
to send your size details
back to Guy as soon as
possible so that we can
place the order, and get the
items out to you all in good
time. If you prefer you can
simply forward you request
to Guy's e-mail address.

ti.-.. --~.
a ~~ ' .. ,,, _ ~~

-~-- ~ ~.,..~

Now that Spring is almost
here the number of events
being advertised is
increasing, so time to check
your cars out and make it
along to some of them. If you
are based in the South of
England the Wheels Day
shove on Good Friday is a
good season opener, it
should be a huge event if
previous years are anything
to go by.

Regards

Ken
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CQNTACTS

Holden Fans Get 60th Anniversary Present

GM Holden today marked the diamond
anniversary of its first all Australian car by
unveiling a stunning two-door performance
thoroughbred called Coupe 60.

Coupe 60 celebrates the six decades since
GM Holden built the 48-215 at its `~~~~.:3~:...
Fishermans Bend plant in Port Melbourne,
Victoria, and provides a glimpse of Holden's
future directions in design, engineering and
emerging engine technologies.

Exemplifying sports luxury, Coupe 60 is a pi{larless concept car that
explores the limits of Holden's current rear-wheel drive capabilities,
combining racing looks and technology into a road going sportscar
experience.

Its sophisticated appearance is delivered through simple and
powerful design, highlighted by the pillarless constriction and V8
supercar inspired cockpit layout and side-exiting chambered exhaust
system with billet alloy tips.

Almost 60mm shorter than the VE sedan, and sitting on 21-inch
centre-lock alloy wheels with unique design Kumho high performance
semi-slick tyres, Coupe 60 captures all that's exciting about the
Holden DNA.
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Other racing-derived enhancements include full flat under body, rear
underbody air diffuser and funEtional rear deck-lid spoiler with unique
designed LED tail lamps.

The interior also has several unique features. They include one piece
carbon fiber bucket seats (featuring leather and suede pad design)
and asports-inspired flat bottomed steering wheel with integrated
shift light display and LCD sports instrument cluster.

The high gloss carbon fiber carries through to doors and rear trim
providing a contrast to the leather trimmed instrument panel and
black suede trimmed pillars, headliners and parcel shelf.

Details and accents are picked out with a distinctive red high shine
leather on the seats and dark gunmetal finish and satin chrome on
the consoles and doors.

Front spats are adjustable fore and aft to allow easy access to the
rear, with four-point race harness restraints for all seating positions.

Under the bonnet is just as forward looking, with a 6.0 litre V8 engine
incorporating the latest technologies such as active fuel management
and calibrated for E85 ethanol fuel.

Even the paint is a one-off. Called ̀ Diamond Silver' by Holden

designers, it gives a liquid aluminium finish that almost slides off the

bodywork.

GM Holden Chairman and Managing Director Mark Reuss said,

"Coupe 60 is Holden's 60th anniversary gift to its fans worldwide.

"It highlights Holden's heritage of rear wheel drive performance whilst
looking ahead to the potential offered by new technologies and

materials.

"This is a vehicle I know our designers would dearly love to see go

into production, but for the moment it has to remain a concept only,"

he said.

Project Designer Manager, Peter Hughes, said, "We were looking to

mark the diamond anniversary with a car that captured the Holden

DNA and took the current VE range to an exciting next step.

"Even in the early stages of VE development, we knew there was a

sensational coupe waiting to get out and the 60 th anniversary has

given us the chance to explore that.

"With Coupe 60 we think we have designed a car that has the

potential to write another chapter in the book of Holden icons."

Coupe 60 —Specifications and Features (Coupe 60 overlaid on VE
Sedan)

~NGY?4 VttilT7'~! N€tGNT WttEEIDJtSE tkk'IfAH71NCi 71R~An ^CY►~
r~er ~ ray ~e rr~r ray

Ct~u~e 60 +4$3T.g 389,0 14t~0A 215.0 .84~.~ ~O1s3.0 178,0 1613,1} ~'Zt5135~t21 PZ85~30~2t

Y~~ ~~i,~+'; ~sS'3 ._ :'n.,, '~~,+;t,C ~o`%o'j ~~.~f A;~!Y: v'sr~~. ,5 :9~Nf..E,f~ fL~>,L :t:' ~L">f..':~.s ~'`.:~,.. ..:E"~R;

Main Features:
Pillarless coupe body;
Derived from flexible GRWD platform;
VE sedan wheelbase.

Powertrain:
6.OL V8 with Active Fuel Management, calibrated for E85 Ethanol
fuel;
6-speed manual transmission (SS specification);
Engine oil cooler.

Exterior:
Unique "Diamond Silver" paint colour;
Electrically dropping front &rear side windows;
Racing-derived aerodynamic down-force enhancements:

. Rear under-body air diffuser;
.Full flat under body;
Functional rear deck-lid spoiler;

6 7



21-inch centre-lock alloy wheels;

Unique design Kumho high-performance semi-slick tyres;

High-performance Brembo brake hardware with ducted air cooling for

front callipers;
Side-exiting chambered exhaust system with billet alloy tips;

Unique design LED tail lamps;

Exterior mirrors with Integra! LED side markers.

Interior:
V8-Supercar inspired cockpit layout for enhanced driver visibility and

spaciousness;
LCD sports instrument cluster located in a unique column-mounted

binnacle;
a

One-piece carbon fiber bucket seats, featuring unique suede-pad

design and distinctive red high shine leather accents;

Front seats are adjustable fore-aft and allow easy access to rear;

Four-point race harness restraints for afl seating positions;

Unique sports-inspired flat-bottom steering wheel with integrated shif#

light display and suede grips;

Unique interior details including air vents, column switches, gear shift

knob and pedals.

Interior trim.
Perforated leather trimmed instrument panel;

Black suede trimmed pillars, headliner and parcel shelf;

High gloss carbon fiber used as a structural material for seats, doors

and rear trim provides contrast to leather and suede trim;

Details and accents are picked out with red high shine leather, a dark

gunmetal finish and satin chrome.

GM Holden in 2008

2408 is a diamond year for GM Holden which will bey recognising a

number of key anniversaries. These include: the 60 th anniversary of

Australia's Own Car—the 48-275; the 50th anniversary of the

founding of Holden Vehicle Operations at Elizabeth; 40 years since

the introduction of Monaro; 30 years of the Commodore nameplate;

and the General Motors centennial.

CONT~ICT(S):
John Lindsay
(03) 9647 5278 or 0439 998 523
john.lindsay~gm.co~~n
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GM SOUTH AFRICA WELCOMES NEW VE UTE

20~J8 will see GM Holden celebrate its 1000th ute export to South Africa with the announcement
that General Motors South Africa is to take delivery of the new VE Ute.

This is the first export program for the a!I-new Ute, outside New Zealand, and enters GM Holden
into its 5'h year of ute exports to South Africa.

To be sold as a Chevrolet Lumina SS Ute, the VE derivative will be almost identical in terms of
specification and features to the domestic version of the sporty SS V Series, and joins the
popular Lumina SS Sedan already on sale.

The vehicle was launched recently in Sabie, South Africa, where Marketing Manager for
General Motors South Africa, Des Fenner, said the all-new Lumina SS Ute occupied a special
niche as it was the only vehicle of its kind in the South African market.

"It is a vehicle that has a tremendous appeal amongst a group of buyers that work hard and play
hard and enjoy an active lifestyle," Fenner said.

"This vehicle raises the bar thanks to the wealth of expertise at GM's global rear wheel drive
design and engineering centre in Aeistralia. They have created a vehicle that successfully
integrates sports car performance, ride and handling, together with a functional load carrying
capability."

GM Holden Export Manager, Kristian Aquilina, said that it was great to see this long standing
relationship with GM South Africa continue, especially with such an exciting product.

"The VE range, including the Ute, has generated a great response from our global GM partners
and there is certainly a market for this kind of vehicle," Aquilina said.

"Exports are an essential part of our strategy and with the success of the VE range overseas we
expect to export 50 per cent of the vehicles we make here in Australia in the near future."

The Chevrolet Ute has established strong credentials in South Africa as a recreational sports
car and the new VE Ute is set to impress as a practical workhorse that promises functionality
and versatility with stunning styling and performance.

Images are available on www.media.holden.com.au

GM Holden in 2008
2008 is a diamond year for GM Holden which will be recognising a number of key anniversaries. These include: the
60th anniversary of Australia's Own Car —the 48-215; the 50th anniversary of the founding of Holden Vehicle
Operations at Elizabeth; 40 years since the introduction of Monaro; 30 years of the Commodore nameplate; and the
General Motors centennial.

For media enquiries, contact:
Kate Lonsdale
(03) 9647 2293 or 0409 629 608
kate.lonsdale(a~gm.com
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A COUNTRY DEALERSHIP

My parents emigrated from Ireland to Western Australia in 1949; ten, years

later my Dad found himself running a rural Hoiden dealership in the goldfields of

W. A.

Australia offered very different conditions from those he had known during

his upbringing on a dairy farm in the middle of Ireland somewhat devoid of
machinery, but he soon learnt about cars when his cousins would "horse trade"

bangers with him. He told me he learnt to drive when asked to take a couple to

the cinema in an adjacent town; he was lent an old car which he practiced
manoeuvring around the cinema car park during the film such that he was able to
drive them home by the end of the showing! This was years before the
requirement to take a driving test. Apparently on another occasion when
repairing the differential on a Model T Ford he ended up with two reverse gears
and only one forward; not what Henry Ford had intended... He was never as
affluent as his doctor brother Bobby, who drove MGs, but when he acquired an

inheritance he sailed with my mother and two elder brothers to seek his fortune in

the Antipodes.

After landing in Fremantle and gradually working his way east he worked
variously for Elder Smith, and the Kalgoorlie Power Company, in the days when
DC electricity was still being generated in that city. This is also where I was born.

Tired of being just an employee he found himself in a position to buy the
small garage in Norseman which happened to have the local franchise for
Holden cars. It was also the ~nfy source of fuel in the town, a welcome sight to
weary travellers coming from the desert in the east. Hoidens, which had just
been launched when my parents set foot in Oz were now practically selling
themselves such was their popularity with Australian motorists. What greater
chance of prosperity could he want?

1t was not long however before my Dad experienced a conflict of interests.
He had cu{tivated a taste for exotic British cars; he had been fond of Rovers, and
in my time had owned an Austin Atlantic convertible, an American De Soto; and a
couple of Numbers. He made his feelings about Hoidens rather too well known,
and although he was the local agent, preferred to be seen in a car of distinction,
which he topped when he bought aseven-year old Jaguar Mk VIIM -almost
certainly the only one for miles around.

As well as the dealership he also held the contract to refuel the Mail
planes at the local aerodrome. I often saw the piston-engined DC3s coming in to
land to deliver the post from Perth, refuel, go through their check routine before
taking to the air again. As a small child I thought the effort of flapping the ailerons
and rudder quite unnecessary as the pilot must have known the plane was in
good flying order when he landed!
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Apart from refuelling the aircraft, Dad sold Mobil petrol from the front of the
garage, and also did servicing and repairs to customers' cars. He employed a
succession of rather unreliable mechanics, one of whom I remember was a
Czech named Lucky. He operated in the workshop behind the Holden showroom,
which held all manner of surprises — a wartime breakdown truck with a Rolls-
Royce engines amid- fifties yellow Land Rover; an Austin Lodestar flat bed truck
of the same vintage with a bright yellow hand suspended from the driver's door to
act as a direction indicator, and the remains of a then very common vehicle — a
blue Austin A40 ute (pickup). Indeed my eldest, and by then only brother had
learnt to drive a green one which transported him, hesitatingly at times, to high
school. The former ute later yielded its instrument panel to adorn my new pedal
car! Incidentally, after interrogation about a burglary at the garage when the
family was away Lucky rapidly left town, leaving Dad high and dry in more
senses than one.

Sad to say my Dad could not commit much enthusiasm for selling Holden
cars. Apparently the area manager vvas not impressed to see the Jag parked at
the garage so, for a time I remember him slumming it around town in a ne~v EJ
Holden Premier from stock. Meanwhile I worshipped new Hoidens and included
them in conversation with anyone who would listen. My brother though, was less
enthusiastic, and against my Dad's wishes never showed any commitment to the
business, choosing an army career instead. My long-suffering mother was Dad's
unpaid secretary for several years, trying to keep the place afloat.

Hoidens had their revenge when the Jaguar broke down spectacularly on
our way to a holiday in Perth. On a boiling hot day, the engine seized, so a
countryman picked up my mother and me, giving us a very pedestrian lift in an
old Ford Mainline ute to Southern Cross, leaving Dad and brother to arrange a
tow to a garage. Some hours later, while sipping cool drinks in a cafe, Mum and f
saw the Jag being towed ignominiously on the end of a trusty FE Holden to
Barklers Holden dealership in the town, who lent us a nearly-new pink EK
automatic for us to complete our holiday. This was motoring, I thought, as
sampled the smell of that fresh plastic upholstery that 1960s Hoidens all had. Of
course it went faultlessly except when Dad bogged it in the sand at Safety Bay
and had to be lifted out by a team of tough Italians.

Dad had always taken in trade-ins against new and secondhand Hoidens
Some fascinating vehicles came his way including a 1940s Lanchester Ten with
a presefector gearbox which he tried;to persuade my mother to learn to drive
again. She never yielded; having smashed somebody's fence in 1938 was
enough for her! I also remember an early Vauxhall Wyvern Model "L" with a
predilection for punctures which my brother briefly drove, and an Australia~-
bodied Ford Prefect. He managed to sell on these cars, sometimes to the local
aboriginal people who seemed to abandon them in the bush a short while later.
Cash, never credit was the form in these cases.

also remember the shop front, where Dad stocked torch batteries, faster-
moving car spares as well as firearms and ammunition. He always carried a rifle
in the boot of the car in case of hitting an animal. I recall him shooting snakes
and kangaroos, victims of fast cars —usually ours. One boomer nearly ruined the
Jag one night when coming back from Perth at over 100 mph, although we
managed to limp home on one light. A later Ford Zephyr was less lucky when a
`roo punctured the radiator.

Another serious aspect of the business was the unfortunate fact, which
Dad had not realised when he bought it, that a new garage and motel was to be
built at thy: opposite end of town, poised to greet the incoming traffic from the
Nullabor Plain. When it opened it predictably deprived him of most petrol sales in
the town over which he had previously had a monopoly. This hurt the family
deeply and made the business very hard to sell. Indeed the end of the garage
was a sorry tale. The Holden franchise had been taken away; the premises
sorely needed updating, featuring as it did that old hardboard pegboard for
displays, and the showroom was hardly inspiring compared with the ambitious
dealerships in big towns.

My Dad left Norseman to take up an accountancy position with farm
machinery dealers Southern Cross Traders, ironically not far from Barklers (who
had retrieved the Jaguar some years before) and it was a while before the
garage finally changed hands. As an innocent child I missed the atmosphere of
oil and cars but blissfully underestir~nated the trauma my parents had undergone
in those final years. The strain on my father had been so great that eighteen
months later he died suddenly while mowing the lawn. My days in Australia were
now at an end, although my interest in early Ho(dens has never waned.

~~
•~ ~ ~.,

.,.-~ ~: ~.:-

Patrick Hemphill 2008
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9 January 2008

PAST MEETS PR~~E[~T WF~EN ~OLDE~1 UTE~ Li~~E UP

Just months after the launch of the all new VE Ute, tl~e owner of the earliest known
Holden Ute still on Australian roads has added a new VE SS V Ute to his family's
collection.

The prized daily commute of West Australian collectors, Alan &Joe Little, is a 1951
~lolden Ute (commonly known as the FX) with body number 208.

The restored ute is painted in Caspian Blue and still retains its Qriginai engine and
gearbox, evidence of the ute's workhorse f~eritage which won the hearts of Australians in
the 1950s.

The FX was built in Sydney in November 1950 and was the first Holden Ute sold in
Griffith. it remained with its original owners for 43 years, faithfully !egging vegetables and
eggs on weekly visits to tf~e Griffith market.

Now owned by tl~e enthusiastic Holden collectors, Joe and Atan have amassed a diverse
collection of utes and sedans from 1948-195G, including the Caspian Blue FX_ And now
the brothers have added Australia's newest Holden Ute to their collection.

Joe Little says he takes great pleasure from keeping his FX Ute on the road as a viable
working vehicle, and enjoys doing his bit to preserve Holder's heritage.

"A lot has changed since my 1951 ute was built, but I was so impressed with the VE Ute
that I ordered a Redf~ot SS V as a surprise Christmas present for my brother Alan," he
said.

Launched in September 2007, the VE Ute is Holder's first completely new ute design
since the VU series in 2000.

GM Holden Chairman and Managing Director Cf~ris Gubbey said almost 60 years of
history had established tl~e Ho(den Ute as a true Australian icon.

"The site's development tells the story of Australia. Today's ute is about working hard,
playing hard and enjoying an active lifestyle," Mr Gubbey said.

Images of the FX and VE utes can be accessed at ham_//rnedia.holden.com.au

For media enquiries, contact:

Shayna Welsh
(02) 9855 6300 or 0418 11 G 074
s~na.welsi~~_m_com

By I~~V POlRTER
M~T~RING WRITER

GM I~OLDEN'S Elizabeth plant
in South Australia has been
confirmed as a viable source of
exports to the US despite its rela-
tively small size and the heavy
disadvantage brought b~ a strong
Australian dollar.

There v~ere no plans to
change the production of the
Pontiac G8 sedan — a rebadged
Holden Commodore SS — to a
new plant b eing built in Oshawa,
Canada, visiting General Motors
vice-president Gary Cowger said
yesterday.

"(The Elizabeth) plant ...has
made tremendous gains in pro-
ductivity and quality so, as long
as the plant continues to make
these kinds of gains ...those are
the things we look for," said Mr
Cowger, who is GM's group vice-
president in charge of manufac-
turing and labour relations.

"There are no plans at this
point to move the production to
the US. We are focused nn
getting the benefit of our -half - a-
billion-dollar investment right
here."

The currency fluctuation that
has recently taken the dollar
above US90~ has heavily
squeezed G1VIH's profit margins
on exports of cars and engines,
but Mr Cowger said it was not a
strong enough reason on its own
to transfer production from
Australia.

"Exchange is clearly one of
the things we look at, but there's

tariffs, shipping, inbound and
outbound freight," he said. '`It's
landed cost that we look at from
a manufacturing base."

Mr Cowger said that GM was
working on all alternative fuel
systems, including diesel,
biofuel, petrol/ electric hybrids
and fuel cell/electric hybrids,
although he believed hybrids
were only a step towards the end
result, the all-electric car.

Nevertheless, GM would be
releasing a new hybrid model in
the US every three months for
the next ~t~vo years.
GMH director Rod Keane,

manager of the Elizabeth plant,
said the change of government in
Canberra would not change
GMH's employment policies.

He said GMH had entered
into an enterprise bargaining
agreement with unions in 2004
and therefore had not been
affected by the Howard govern-
ment's more recent introduction
of WorkChoices and Australian
V~►Torkplace Agreements.
"We have good relations with

both sides of government,"
Mr Keane said.
"We are due to have enter-

prise bargaining discussions
next year and would expect to
move in the direction we have
been with the full support of the
workforce and the union:- We feel
the change of government
policies will not change that
relationship."

LINE(
www.hoiden.com.au
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SQ~~B~ ~'raBBr RoDDB~s P~BSB~~s
TH$ Lox~Bst Ruxxixs Ogg-DAY
4Psx-aix Cse SeoW - THs 34TH

GDOD FRIDAY MARCH 21 st'~
RUSHMOOR ARENA • F~ANTS (Just outside of Aldershot)
in 2007 we had over 2500 vehicles of various types on show; Hot Rods, Custom, Classic

vehicles, Yanks, Bikes and Dragsters. Refreshments •Fun Fair ~ Trade Stands ~ Craft
Stalls ~ Live Bands. More information at: www.freewebs.com/wheelsday
OPENS 10am - 6pm -entry £5 per person, child and OAPs FREE.

Phone Kevin on 07870 480002 or Jason 07714 550791
Traders &exhibitors should visit: www.freewebs.comiwhe~lsday for more info!

~2n~ 23~~ ~, Z~t~'` ~1I~,.~.~~H[ ~~~~1

Kno~vle Hill Road. (ofd A46), Evesfl~a~n 1By-Pais,
Eve~~iam, VVoa-ce~te~sll~ire.

~.J
Vintage &Classic Cars, ̀Bikes, Commercials, Military Vehicles,

Trade Stands, Autojumble, Displays, Fairground, Bar

Admission -Adults £4.00, Seniors £3, Child £2

Contact Ralf Secretary: 01527 575003 or

Mob: 07808 173400. Visit: www.shakespearesrally.com

GRAND VINTAGE CLASSIC CAR
SHOW & GIANT AUT~JUl~~IBLE
S UNDAY JANE 1 at Queen Elizabeth's Country Park

(3 mile south of Peters, field, Hants, on the A3)

IT JUST GETS BIGGER AND BETTER -

300 plus vehicles & approx. 200 stallholders,

EARLY BOOKING ESSENTIAL.

STALLHOLDER5 TEL: 07757 353194

SCOTTISH AUTO TUMBLERS

AUTO I~BLE~1
~ PARE A TI~J~ N
Sunda A ril27t~yp
BRIDGE-O~-EARN

(IVI90, Juno 9) Adm. £1
Doors open loam -Auction starts 12.30pm

For full d~taiLs tel; 01383130234 or 01 38 8506 3

'1'~`" ~~iZ 11~1ti
1~~NICLE MEAT
~ ~u~ro~~~~.
at WYK~' DOWN

Touring Caravan ~ Camping Park,
Country Pub ~ Restaurant,

Picket Piece,
Andover •Hants

EASTER
N~~~11~AY

~AR~1~ 24t"
PLAQUEENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED 8Y FEB 29TM~9

STALLS FROM X12 -NEARLY ZOOO VEHICLES ON ~07~

FOR FtlLL DETAILS AND E1VTRY FORMS ~El~

DAVE PALMER
Tel: 01264 36329v

Ar A~f~b~~e a78~9 63044

F IGGAR

A~~roJvB~.~
S U1~1 MARCH 16TH

from l0a~n -fpm
Adm~~si~n £ l ad~l~s at the

~VILT~d~~IPAL HALL

B~~G
~'or c1eFc~~ls cor~tac~

O1S~9 22147
C`h~xrity r~o. CIS 42479____

r

~~

~~~TS AND SERVYC~S

Eddie Ford ~ubfications i~ty Lid,
29 Lyons St, Newstead Vic 3~6~.
PHONE 03 5416 2212 9/~M-5PM
FAX 03 5476 2592 ALL HOURc

~Iolden Media Dnline at http:/media.holdenocom.au

Holden Ltd.
ACN 006 893 232

o, ~~1l,"_.~1

www.hsv.com.au

I i~~lcl~~i~ ~~~rc~i~~l Vcl~ic:lcs, ~en~i~~>>~ 1)i i~~~~

(:I~IYIOI1 13~►~i>>c~s l'<~rk ISOf3 (.:ci~li~r, IZ~,,ir
~I~~y~c~~~ Vic: 31 ~~f3

z41 Salmon Street All correspondence to:
Port Melbourne GPO Box 1714 Melbourne
Victoria Australia Victoria Australia 3001

FOR ALL
. j YOUR
-^ ~ HOLDEN
!~'~~--~

~__.: r

P.O. Box 10
Mai! Delivery Centre

Somerton
Victoria 3062

Australia

Phone From UK: 00 613 9305 4000
Fax From UK . 00 613 9305 3520
E-mail rarespares@rarespares.net.au

Shop On Line At

www.rarespares.r~et.au
Visa accepted

Was first published in 7973.

' All back issues are~~
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~~= „ - ; , restored or in original
~;. condition. Events, How
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X12 ISSUES (2 YEARS)
_,_____ Aust $143.00 Air Mail

Bankcard -Visa -MasterCard available
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48 & FJ Hoiden ResP~rch
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